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To local chiefs in northern Afghanistan, a game that resembles a cavalry charge is a contest for prestige.

Buzkashi, which means “goat dragging” or “grabbing,” is an exceptionally violent game that tribes in northern Afghanistan (Afghan Turkestan) play on horseback. Besides expressing the fierce and incessant social rivalry that preoccupies Afghans, buz kashi also indicates the important role that the horse has played in central Asian history. Early armies of nomadic horsemen could assemble quickly, cover great distances, attack, and at full gallop and without dismounting, sweep up women, animals, and plunder. Genghis Khan used cavalry to establish an empire that stretched from northern China to the Mediterranean. He then employed mounted couriers to transmit orders and news over his empire’s routes.

Although buz kashi’s historical origins are unclear, they may lie in a traditional exercise of central Asian horsemen, who trained by riding, in turn, past a ditch and attempting to pick up a beheaded goat, or buz. No one knows when this exercise became a game in which all riders simultaneously attempted to seize the goat, which is now a calf carcass.

Of the many Afghan sayings concerning horses, one is, “Better to have a poor rider on a good horse than a good rider on a poor horse,” an expression of the Afghan belief that buz kashi belongs to the horse. In northern Afghanistan, the horse is the focus of complex personal and tribal ambitions and rivalries. Chiefs feel that their honor is closely tied to the qualities of their horses and will spare no amount of expense and energy on feeding and exercising their animals—and on the rituals surrounding them. Horse racing, once an important form of competition, has largely been replaced by the more violent pastime of buz kashi. One Afghan explained: “Everything in buz kashi is rivalry.”

The groups involved in buz kashi on the vast plain of northern Afghanistan are primarily Uzbek and Turkoman (Turkic-speaking) populations, seminomadic sheep breeders and dry farmers who migrated across the Amu Darya (ancient Oxus River) from Central Asia. Among them live large groups of Persian-speaking Tajik, who excel at irrigation farming, and more recent settlers like the Hazara, of Mongol origin, and the Pushtons, who are either farmers or nomads.

Hence, in a day’s walk in the Narin-Burka area of Baghlan Province in northeastern Afghanistan, a traveler encounters a mosaic of people, languages, and customs. Along the Narin River in the lowlands, Push tun settlers occupy the best-irrigated fields. On the small, dry plateaus nearby, Push tun nomads pitch their black tents. Slightly higher, but drawing irrigation water from the same river, live Hazara settlers. Higher still, on a plateau without irrigation water, reside Uzbek horse and sheep breeders who summer on their mountain grazing sites in round felt yurts. Farther up, on the slopes of the gorges of the Hindu Kush, are the stone houses of Tajik gardeners, and in the mountains above them, at an altitude of nearly 9,000 feet, the Gujjari, who practice no agriculture, graze their goats.

The original inhabitants of the area were the Uzbek, but after the Afghan government had consolidated its power in Turkestan at the beginning of the twentieth century, other, non-Turkic groups slowly began to settle there. Now Narin-Burka contains the three main segments of Afghan society: nomads, sedentary farmers, and city-bazaar communities. The economic and administrative centers where handcrafted goods are made and imported goods and local produce redistributed. In the city-bazaars reside almost all government officers—the regional governor, the police chief, the military commandant, the tax collector, the chief justice, the regional school superintendent.

The area’s local political leadership is represented by the chiefs, or khans, of groups of kinsmen that anthropologists call lineages. The chiefs compete endlessly among themselves for prestige and dominance in every area: wealth, tribal leadership, land, hospitality, entertainment, wisdom, insolence to government officials, owning the best buz kashi horses, and hiring the best buz kashi riders. Buzkashi is one expression of the chiefs’ intransigent rivalry, but the game itself can independently inspire antagonisms.

The office of chief is not hereditary, and there are no clear-cut rules of succession. Local chiefs actually have no well-defined political or judicial powers, yet their influence as brokers in political and economic matters is substantial. Chiefdom is based on wealth—usually amassed, sometimes inherited—and on a quality called khazada, literally, descendent of a chief. Within a particular lineage, practically all the rich, or would-be rich, aspire to become chiefs.

During a buz kashi match each rider, or chapandaz, tries to seize the buz, which means “goat” but is actually a calf carcass, and break away to score.
This ambition harnesses an individual's entire energy and encourages ruthlessness and constant political scheming.

Once a man becomes a chief, he dare not lower his guard, for all chiefs compete against each other for supremacy, employing innumerable stratagems: stealing a rival's fiancée, burning his fields, purchasing evil charms to destroy his flocks, luring his clients with gifts and promises, providing superbly decorated guesthouses, providing lavish entertainment, and most important, keeping the best buzkushi horses mounted by the best riders (chapandaz). Serious and often deadly rivalry is the essence of Afghan social life, giving it a theatrical quality reminiscent of displays of wealth in West Coast Indian potlatches. Rivalry is by no means limited to the rich. According to one popular aphorism, "A woman is a rival of a woman, a shepherd is a rival of a shepherd, and a chief is the rival of a chief."

Traditionally, concern with horses and the associated buzkashi game was part of Turkic-Uzbek culture. Non-Turkic settlers in the Narin-Burka area quickly borrowed the main elements of this horse complex, which is now firmly entrenched in common regional culture. In Narin-Burka, people keep three kinds of horses. They never boast of, indeed, rarely speak of, workhorses. Considered inferior animals, workhorses are used for loading goods, riding to the bazaar, operating oil mills, and very rarely, plowing. They are considered lowly animals and are often worked to exhaustion.

Narin-Burka's riding horses belong to a higher class. People know these horses as individuals and can describe all their characteristics: color, height, shape of head or legs, speed and endurance, past performances. Pushtuns have had a predilection for speedy riding horses, and one local tribe breeds them. In Pushtun areas of southern Afghanistan, ceremonial occasions
The chapandaz at far left clasps the heavy, awkward buz under his leg. Trying to make his way to the goal, he collides with another rider.

and Qul followed suit. As Wakil Abduljan moved ahead, the lagging Haji Omar felt his prestige endangered, and shouted at Qul, "Catch this scoundrel; push my horse as fast as you can." Wakil Abduljan’s lead lengthened, and Haji Omar’s anger grew accordingly: "Qul, dismount, you are shaming my horse, and you will see how I am going to catch that infidel." They changed horses, and mounted on his own mare, Qul overtook the rival. Although Haji Omar finished last, his prestige remained undiminished because his rival had been defeated. At any time, latent rivalries can inspire such contests.

The importance of buzkashi in chiefs’ rivalries means that in Narin-Burka, horses bred for the game are highly prized animals. At a colt’s birth, it is not allowed to touch the ground, lest "its wings be taken away." Generally, only stallions are used for games. During informal buzkashi games, a young horse is trained to dodge, attack, and respond to its rider. In 1955, the Afghan Olympic Committee made traditional buzkashi an organized sport. This official form now has regulations governing all its aspects: who can play, team size, length and schedule of games, scoring, field size, breeding of buzkashi stallions, playoffs, and championships.

But village buzkashi has few rigid rules. Playing grounds, located near most villages and towns in Afghanistan’s seven northern provinces, should be grass covered and free of rocks, to avoid hurting horses’ hoofs. Buzkashi in Narin-Burka is a winter game; the season usually begins in the autumn, after the rainfall, and concludes shortly after the Muslim New Year’s Day, March 21. If playing went on during Afghanistan’s very hot summers, the horses would suffer and clouds of dust from dry fields would blind the riders.

All summer the horses are kept in courtyards to rest, but in October they are taken out and exercised—at first for only a few minutes a day, but working up to progressively longer and faster trips. In Narin-Burka, their off-season diet is clover and barley, and in winter their ration of barley is much larger.

Late November brings the first, short buzkashi matches. Only in mid-December does serious buzkashi begin. Every Friday afternoon in the villages, the horseowners (who are khans of various ranks), the mounted chapandaz (rarely including more than a dozen active players), and a crowd of onlookers gather on the game grounds. In one version of the game, the field itself has no precise boundaries. On one side stands a line of mounted horseowners, elderly and influential people, and government officials. In addition to these notables, several rows of spectators sit on the ground. In front of the elders is the goal, a circle about ten feet in diameter, outlined with gravel or sand. In the opposite direction, at a distance that depends on the field size and the number of horses, a pole is stuck in the ground.

The game president (raiz) places the buz in the goal. The chapandaz then struggle briefly until one of them manages to grab the carcass. The lucky horseman is then supposed to round the pole and return to the goal. If he manages to throw the buz inside the circle, he wins a point. En route, however, he has to face the other chapandaz, who try to take the buz away from him. The ensuing violent clashes are the game’s raison d’être, the enactment of horseowners’ political rivalries. Chapandaz say that the horses develop their own rivalries and will spontaneously bite and kick each other. This game may continue indefinitely, until the buz or two or three carcasses have been torn to pieces.

In Narin-Burka, most horseowners pay cash for their animals. The average price of a good workhorse is 3,000 afghans (the exchange rate is currently forty-five afghans to the dollar), while an
exceptional buzkashi horse can sell for about 60,000 afghans. Narin-Burka's buzkashi horses have long pedigrees. Some are bred locally, others purchased on the plains along the Amu Darya, northwest of Narin-Burka. Two influential Uzbek chiefs breed buzkashi horses, but only sell in distant regions where they can command high prices.

Some owners frequently change horses. Haji Omar once owned a very good horse, apparently undefeated. His rival, Wakil Abdul-Aziz, swore publicly to defeat the animal, and in the effort, he bought and sold over twenty horses. Only his death finally canceled his plan.

A chief places his buzkashi horse in the center of his large courtyard. When guests arrive, they see the horse first and comment eloquently on its virtues. The owner's swell of pride is great, but no greater than his shame when his horse has performed poorly on the field. One Afghan declared, "It is better to shoot a chief with a gun straight in his face, than to tell him loudly on the buzkashi field that his horse is weak and not fast enough." A chief will consult a shaman, who goes into trance to predict whether a

young horse will become a good competitor. Chiefs also pay other holy men fat fees for protective amulets that are hung on the horse's neck. Certain individual horses are famous not only in Narin-Burka, but all over northeastern Afghanistan. One is the undefeated "golden horse," whose pedigree supposedly originates in Samarkand. People say that after every success, the golden horse dances like a colt all the way home.

After the horse, the second important factor in buzkashi is the chapanduz. Chapanduz are recruited during informal local games, played without raits near villages. To earn a prize, a rider must seize the buzkashi, and breaking free of the pack, ride away in any direction. Young boys enter these games, observing the methods of experienced chapanduz, who are not considered ripe until their mid-thirties or early forties, and who frequently compete in their fifties. The older chapanduz casually instruct the boys. Chiefs stand by, on the lookout for agile recruits.

A chief spares no expense to secure the finest animals; he also safeguards his prestige by going after the best riders. Usually, every chapanduz is attached to a particular chief, who offers him gifts and protection.

Relations between chapanduz and chief are always cordial and friendly. A careful chief wants his chapanduz to have the best available equipment. Before the buzkashi season opens, the chapanduz receives a fine new coat, a fur hat, and woolen socks. On the playing field, as soon as the chapanduz has scored a point, the chief announces his gift or prize—usually money, occasionally a turban. His whip raised high to call attention to his score, the chapanduz rides forward to take his prize as the onlookers leap to their feet, cheering his name. During the season, the chapanduz receives additional presents of grain and money. One wealthy chief was so fond of his chapanduz that he gave him his daughter in marriage.

Unless he is a close relative of the chief, the chapanduz does not supervise the daily care of the horse or horses that he habitually rides.

Each chapanduz is underwritten by a wealthy chief, who regards his rider's losses on the buzkashi field as a great blow to his honor.
Chiefs believe that only kinsmen can take proper care of horses. Nor does a chapandaz ride only his master's animal. During a game, he will ride one horse for no more than ten or fifteen minutes. Then the horse is allowed to rest, and the chapandaz mounts horses belonging to his master's kinsmen, political allies, and clients. These horses stand saddled near the field and are brought to the chapandaz, who may accept or refuse freely. Chapandaz may even mount horses belonging to their master's rivals, although during important regional games such behavior might be considered bad taste. In the Burka area, only one chapandaz receives a regular salary from his master, and therefore is not allowed to mount a rival's horse.

The chief must also watch over his rider's safety, for chapandaz are rivals to each other by definition. In principle, every chapandaz struggles alone and competes with all other chapandaz in the arena. In actual fact, chapandaz form three kinds of coalitions. Some outstanding riders become so well known that they travel to Kabul, the capital, to play before the president. These players adopt haughty attitudes befitting stars, and acquire young admirers, who act as their satellites on the playing field, collaborating in game strategy.

A second kind of coalition reflects a chief's political alliances. If he is powerful, he can surround himself with lesser chiefs, whose chapandaz support his own riders. During regional games, chapandaz from the same tribe will align them-
selves in a third type of coalition. Uzbek chapandaz will help each other against Hazara and Pushtun riders, and vice versa.

In the arena, a coalition of chapandaz may use all sorts of tricks to foil a dangerous rival. When he bends down to grab the buz, several horsemen may make their horses rear to strike him as he heaves himself up. As he rushes toward the goal, buz in hand, his enemies may cause a collision. Under these circumstances, the chief can scream, announce irregular behavior, and call for the intervention of the rais. He may also resort to lobbying, passing gifts of money among other chapandaz, and eventually establishing an ad hoc countercoalition.

In Narin-Burka, two ethnic groups, the Awkhana Pushtuns and the Kogaday Hazara, practice one-upmanship by making extravagant efforts to recruit talented riders. For a long time, the Kogaday were far superior, thanks to three outstanding chapandaz, Jabar, Bazmir, and Bazmir's brother, the great Bazgul. Bazgul was extremely arrogant, respecting nothing and no one, not even the Pushtun elders. He and the other two Kogaday inflicted defeat after defeat on the Pushtuns, until they could not even touch the buz.

Haji Omar, chief of the Pushtuns, could no longer endure this humiliation and declared that something had to be done. In council, the elders decided that buying better horses was not the answer, and that the only feasible strategy was to break the coalition of the three Kogaday chapandaz by attracting one to the Pushtun side.

Since Bazmir and Bazgul were brothers, they were considered incorruptible. So the Pushtun chapandaz brought Jabar presents, invited him to feasts, slaughtered fat sheep in his honor, and flattered him, saying that they wanted him to teach them. For Jabar, this was a dangerous proposition: if he accepted, the Kogaday reprisals would be terrible. At this point, the Pushtun elders intervened and offered Jabar full protection, cash compensation for any losses, and in the event of a fight or feud, the support of the whole Pushtun lineages, guns in hand.

The strategy worked: Jabar joined the Pushtun chapandaz, pulled the buz from Bazgul's hands, and saved the honor of the Pushtuns. Heartened, Paimandangal, another Pushtun chapandaz, started using tricks against Bazgul. Paimandangal would lock the leg of the buz against his stirrup and place his foot so that Bazgul could not pull the buz out. While in full gallop, Paimandangal would counter Bazgul's pull by sliding down the horse's opposite side, right under its belly. The Pushtuns say that since then Bazgul has behaved like a normal human being.

Because the reputations of chapandaz go up and down, even the greatest live in fear of enemies, injuries, and bad luck. They frequently visit the shaman to ask the outcome of forthcoming games, and to learn whether their rivals have strong protective talismans or some evil medicine that will bring misfortune. In trance, the shaman calls his spirit protectors; with their help, he tries to “raise the star” of a chapandaz, to make him feel strong and confident. If the strongest magic is invoked, the chapandaz’s rivals in the arena may suddenly see him as an enormously powerful giant.

During play, the chief can do little except watch, pray, curse, and perhaps award prizes. But buzkashi could not exist without wealthy chiefs. Year round, chiefs breed, buy, and sell horses, lavish them with care, try to attract the ablest chapandaz and secure their loyalty, provide horses and riders with the best gear. Since these are expensive projects, buz kashi is an aristocratic game, a political strategy. If one chief’s prestige begins to approach another’s, the two automatically become buz kashi rivals.

One great Pushtun chief in Narin, Arbab Jonnamat, married his son to a girl from a village near the bottom of Awkhana valley. The girl’s family gave a feast in their house, but did not invite the Lakenhel lineage. Its chief, Haji Omar, saw a chance to avenge this insult when the wedding procession, which brought the bride to her husband’s house, had to pass through his territory. The procession was preceded by a group of buz kashi players, kinsmen of the bride and bridgroom. Throughout the singing and merrymaking, the riders played informal buz kashi continuously.

When the joyous procession reached Lakenhel, Haji Omar ordered his chapandaz to bring their horses and capture the wedding party’s buz, which they did easily. Jonnamat hurried over and begged them not to ruin the feast and to return the buz. After waiting long enough to humiliate Jonnamat, the Lakenhel returned the buz. When the game resumed, the Lakenhel again attacked and took the buz. This time, they refused to return it.

Besides the chiefs, the other members of a buz kashi audience are also important to the game. This audience is hardly passive. Varied ethnic groups and members of different lineages, each supporting their own chapandaz, will scream, shout, encourage, and criticize. Galloping horses may overrun the semicircle of onlookers, wounding some. If a quarrel breaks out among chapandaz, the spectators immediately join in, and as sticks and stones fly in all directions, a general battle begins. Buz kashi’s violence brings to mind medieval tournaments.

In recent years, buz kashi games have become more frequent. At the end of the nineteenth century, during the last part of Afghanistan's feudal period, tribal chiefs faced a weak central government, and fought continually among themselves for supremacy. Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the central government has gradually grown stronger. Simultaneously, buz kashi has replaced actual warfare as the most visible manifestation of the chiefs’ political ambitions.